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Planting Advanced Trees for Winter Interest
With planning you are able to have interesting gardens all year round. And winter should be no 
exception to the rule. Standing out like bright beacons on cold and wet days are the cup-like 
flowers found on the white limbs of deciduous magnolias....

Waterhousea floribunda 'ST1' 
Whisper 
WEEPING LILLY PILLY

We have a very special selection Watehousea over a 
number of years now. In our opinion, no other selection of 
Waterhousea comes close to this high performer. Available 
from 33cm right up to 300L. But be quick, this is one of our 
best sellers.. 

Magnolia x soulangeana 'Sunsation' 
Deciduous magnolia with an open habit and deep golden 
yellow flowers with a flush of purple at the base. A 
beautiful addition to the garden as a feature tree. We have 
numbers available in 40cm containers. 

Magnolia x soulangeana 'Black 
Tulip' TM 
This deciduous magnolia produces knock-out dark purple 
goblet shaped flowers in spring. This tree would make a 
beautiful specimen tree in any garden. We have supply in 
40cm and 50L containers. 
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Agonis flexuosa 'Burgundy' 
BURGUNDY WILLOW MYRTLE

This tree bears white clusters of flowers which last for a 
long time. It has a beautiful weeping habit and spectacular 
dark burgundy coloured leaves. An excellent specimen 
tree for courtyard gardens, parks or as a street tree. This is 
a very popular line for us in sizes 33cm to 150 litres. 

Tristaniopsis laurina 'DOW10' 
Luscious® PBR' 
KANOOKA GUM

A larger and shinier foliaged version of straight 
Tristaniopsis with dark green leaves and new growth that 
starts out a distinctive copper colour. Over time branches 
develop a deep purple colour bark that peels back to 
reveal a cream smooth trunk. Check out our stock in 33cm, 
40cm, 50 and 200 litres. 

Disclaimer: The material contained on the Speciality Trees website is for general information only. Although much care has been 
taken to provide the information on its website, Speciality Trees does not warrant the accuracy, completeness or currency of this 
information and its suitability to your needs. All material listed on the Speciality Trees website, its associated links and product 
sheets are varieties either ready for sale or in production. This is an information source and not confirmation of availability. It is 
strongly recommended that users enquire about product availability independently of this source.
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